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Top Gun double pontoon bimini top19'L x 8’W  1.25" Alu/SS 
(199654-P2AS-02-L)

Product description

 Need some shade!  This outstanding double bimini top is handcrafted with the UV resistant Top
Gun fabric to protect you from the elements. 
Our exclusive heavy-duty 1.25" square anodized aluminum frames and stainless steel hardware
ensures long life and durability no matter the environment. These frames are the strongest in the
industry!  The stainless steel deck mounts allows you to either mount it on and 1’’ or 1.25" square
railing.
 Zippers are added to the canvas bow pockets, which securely holds the top to the frame and allows
fast installation and removal.  
Both sections fold up and store in matching storage boots when not in use. Comes very well
equipped with amazing exclusive features, and great optional accessories are available should you
wish to customize this beauty even more. 
This popular double pontoon bimini top combines strength and functionality and promises years of
enjoyment.   
Dimensions:  
- Length :  19’ 
- Width:    96”
- Height of rear top:  ≈ 50” tall off your railing.
- Height of front top:  ≈ 47” tall off your railing. 
- Height of rear top when in folded position : 77”
- Height of front top when in folded position : 65”
- Rear top is 10' long and front top is about 9’ long.  
- Rear top can be used independently from the front portion. 
- Front bimini top cannot be used without the rear top.  
- Both bimini tops zip together with a #10 YKK double pull zipper.
Fabric: 
- 100% Polyester Top Gun Fabric – Over 20 colors! 
- (2) Custom canvas custom fitted to frame 
- Zippered pockets on both bimini tops for fast and easy removal
- (2) Matching boots are included for storage and protection. 
- Cut-out for stern light in the rear bimini top and boot. 
Frame: 
- 1.25" Square tube satin anodized aluminum 
- Bows are assembled with aluminum and stainless hardware. 
- Rear frame has rear struts and adjustable front straps.
- Front frame has rear struts only. 
- Frames come knocked down for shipping. Assembly is required. 
Hardware bag includes: 
- (8) Stainless steel Deck hinges 
- (8) Quick release pins for easy removal                    
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- (2) Adjustable hold down straps 
- (1) Assembly guide 

Price A.N.P. Inc. : $1406.00 PDSF : $2172.00

Select your color
- Top Gun - Taupe #459

Primary picture
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Secondary pictures

Make sur your side gate will fit
this config

(2) pairs of support poles
included

Convert it into a single bimini
top

1.25" Square frame-Stainless
steel hardware

(2) Free matching boots
included

Zippered bow pockets - Fast
removal

Heavy-duty #10 YKK zippers
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